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One day, not so long from now, my grandchildren with
gather at my knees and look up with adoration. They’ll
smile at me while using ball peen hammers to see if I’ve
had titanium replacements put in.

“Pappy?” the little ones will ask, for that’s what they’ll call
me.

“Pha.”  I’ll mutter and stare off toward the sea.

“Pappy? What did you do for entertainment back in good
old ot ’10? What fun you must have had when the world
was young! You know, before Rachel Maddow was the
President of these United States!”

“Pha, children. We had no fun back in ot ’10. Thems was bad times! The gulf of Mexico was angry.
Arr. We watched and waited, just hoping if we stared at the TV box long enough mud would come
out of a hole. That’s what we did. Waited fer Briiitish Pertroleum to show us mud comin’ out of a
hole in the sea. Pha. In thems days we had birds and fish and ye could get all the shcrimps yer
wanted at the Red Lobster. Then the oil let loose. And we waited for mud ter come out of the hole.”

This will be the story of our times. The BP oil platform that blew up and caused oil to gush into the
sea.  The great nameless, faceless nation killer in the gulf spews 30,000 barrels a day and nobody
has an answer for it. It was jokingly suggested over the past week that President Obama put on a
wetsuit and try to stop the flow of oil himself. I haven’t heard any better ideas, frankly. Unlike
Hurricane Katrina, this disaster is all the fault of human avarice and there is seemingly no rush to
end this man-made disaster. No Louisiana citizens are standing on rooftops crying to the God and
the government for help. Green Day and U2 aren’t going to perform a duet in loving tribute to the
ecosystems killed off by the petroleum. The flow of oil into the ocean will continue until August, at
least. Former President Bush was widely criticized for not cutting short his business in San Diego
after Katrina and hitting the ground in New Orleans. Rightly so, but President Obama’s 39 days of
seeming unconcern over the gulf disaster isn’t much better. Part of the reason I voted for Mr. Obama
was his cool, cerebral nature and calm in a crisis. Right now, the crisis calls for a President in
charge, not James Bond. Lots of guys look great in a suit, but it takes something extra to lead in a
crisis.

One day last week,  I was sitting at a stop light in Chicago, talking with four friends in the car. On the
left side of the street was the friendly, clean green familiarity of a big, urban BP station. On the right
corner was a competing gas station. The BP offered higher gas prices, but still had a steady stream
of customers as I sat and watched. The other provider was a nickel cheaper per gallon and dead
empty. Proof positive that this is and will be the big, faceless tragedy that most Americans, the
President and staff included, will choose to ignore. BP earlier tonight admitted that it’s time for the
next step: shooting tires, dirt, car parts and Gary Coleman into the breach in order to contain the
spill. All we can do is hope and pray that something will work.
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